



































shaft  from  its static configuration – at the  free end of an unbalanced shaft that was clamped 
and  rotated by an existing machine. To accomplish  this,  the  team designed and  fabricated a 
system  that was  implemented  in  the  vertical mill.  This  system  allowed motion  of  a  simple 








Dr. Hagay  Bamberger  of  the  Engineering  Research  Center  for  Reconfigurable Manufacturing 
Systems  contracted  P2C2  to  design,  fabricate,  and  operate  a  mechanism  to  measure  the 
dynamics,  specifically,  the  amplitude of  vibration,  at  the  free end of  an unbalanced  rotating 





shaft  support  traverses  along  the  shaft,  and  (3)  accurately  and  precisely measure  the  shaft 
dynamics. Additionally,  it was  to be easily operable, maintainable, manufacturable,  low‐cost, 
and completed no later than December 10, 2009. 
 
Upon analysis of  the engineering specifications  that  the  team established with  the customer, 
P2C2 decomposed  the design  into  four main  functions:  (1)  rotate shaft,  (2) support shaft,  (3) 





Taking material and safety  into consideration,  the  team narrowed down specific components 
that they would use  in their final design. They determined how the mechanical aspects of the 











































































































































































will be  fluctuating  from  its  initial position  to determine placement of  the  adjacent  gears  for 
optimal meshing. Likewise, the system bearings must have a rating that can accommodate the 




These  situations  considered,  Dr.  Bamberger,  in  cooperation  with  the  Engineering  Research 
Center  for  Reconfigurable Manufacturing  Systems,  proposed  a mechanism with  a  traversing 
support  that  tests  the  dynamics  at  the  free  end  of  an  unbalanced  rotating  shaft.  P2C2 was 
responsible for the design, fabrication, and operation of such a mechanism scaled to integrate 
with a mill of  the  team’s selection.   Their design was  to  include a shaft such  that  the natural 















The  amplitude  of  the  consequent  displacement  from  the  axis  of  rotation,  u(z),  can  be 
theoretically  determined  using  the  elastic  stability  formulas  for  cantilevered  beams.  The 
rotating shaft is treated as a cantilever beam with the only force acting on it being the outward 
inertia  force  created by  the mass  rotating off  center.  The underlying equations  are outlined 
below. Although these are the underlying equations they do not pertain exactly to the team’s 
set up since they do not  include the force of the mass added on to the end of the shaft. With 














I =  second moment of  area.  These  three equations  can be used  to  construct  a  fourth order 














Dr.  Bamberger  requested  that  the  team  design  and  prototype  a  device  for measuring  the 

























In  order  to  determine  the  most  important  requirements,  the  team  consulted  with  the 



































rotate  the shaft. “Move platform”  included  the design and movement of  the platform or  the 
support mount.  “Support  shaft” was  the  design  of  the  simple  support,  or  the  contact  point 
between the shaft and the support. Finally, “Measure displacement”  included the selection of 
the  sensor  used  to measure  the  amplitude  of  vibration  at  the  end  of  the  shaft.  The  team 
brainstormed different ideas to accomplish each of these tasks.  
 




The  first  box  in  the  functional  decomposition  was  the  rotation  of  the  shaft.  The  team 




The  customer  requested  that  the  machine  selected  to  rotate  the  shaft  have  as  large  an 
operating speed as possible. This led the team to select the Fadal vertical mill. Another benefit 




The  customer  requested  that  the  shaft  be  made  of  aluminum,  or  UHMWPE.  The  team 
eliminated UHMWPE based on the fact that steel and aluminum more accurately represent the 
engine  system  for  which  this  device  is  being  created.  P2C2  then  performed  preliminary 




for  its  flexibility,  as  this  property  maximized  the  displacement,  which  was  determined  in 






































where  fn =  the natural  frequency of  the beam, m =  the mass of beam, D =  the diameter of 






























lengths  10  and  15  inches  and  diameters  of  3/8  and  1/2  inch  with  the  support  at  various 









Interpretation  of  the  above  data  and  discussion  with  the  customer  determined  that  the 
frequency range of the 10  inch shaft was too  large. The team thus shifted  its  focus to the 15 





































































































The  mechanics  behind  the  discrepancy  are  shown  in  Figure  6.  One  can  see  that  the 
displacement at  the end of  the  shaft with  the 1/64  inch  support,  the  support  that models a 
simple support, created a larger displacement at the end of the shaft. Thus, the team sought to 
create  a  thin  support.  It  should  be  noted  that,  despite  this  fact,  all  subsequent  data  was 
calculated with  the 1/2  inch wide  support  since  it more accurately modeled  the design. This 
estimate was considered to be conservative since the selected sleeve bearing was 1/2 inch wide 













































The  following presents P2C2’s concept generation  for  the  support  shaft, move platform, and 




The  team  created  several  shaft  support  options  that meet  the  customer  requirements  and 
engineering  specifications  with  varying  degrees.  This  section  of  the  report  outlines  the 
generated concepts for the shaft support and the pros and cons of each concept. 
 
Self­aligning ball bearing or spherical roller bearing:   The  first support option  involved 
using either a  self‐aligning ball bearing or a  spherical  roller bearing. These  types of bearings 
were considered because their geometries allow for axial misalignment between the inner shaft 














If  this  geometry worked  reliably,  it would  allow  for  thrust  slip,  axial misalignment,  and high 









Externally mounted  ball  bearings:    The  third  support  option  involved  using  three  ball 
bearings mounted externally to the shaft. One of these bearings would have to be moveable to 
allow  adjustment  of  clamp  tightness  and  insertion  of  shaft.  This  option  had  the  benefits  of 
allowing slip between the shaft and the bearings (as the bearings are not mounted directly to 
the  shaft),  being  able  to  sustain  large  forces  and  function  as  high  speeds,  and  having 
components that were readily available for purchase. The downsides of this option were that 
the geometry of the bearings would constrain axial misalignment, the need for three bearings 






to  constrain  the  shaft.  This  type  of  bearing  would  allow  for  rotation  of  the  shaft  and  slip 













within  a  self‐aligning  ball  bearing.  This  combination  would  produce  the  axial misalignment 











Forces on bearing: Other  than when  the  shaft  is at  resonant  frequency,  the  forces on  the 
bearings would  be well within  the  allowable  force  range  of  all  the  bearing  concepts.  Force 
analysis was needed before the team could analyze the designs because some of the concepts, 
such as the sleeve bearing, were not able to sustain as large of forces as the others. A meeting 
was  held  with  Dr.  Bamberger  where  he  presented MATLAB  code  that  both  predicted  the 
displacement  of  the  beam  off  its  axis  of  rotation  and  the  forces  that  the  support would  be 
subjected to at each point along the shaft. This force was fairly constant for most of the shaft 
length  but would  spike when  the  support  reached  a  location  that made  the  system  have  a 
natural  frequency equal to the rotational  frequency of the shaft. These spikes can be seen  in 
the  figures on  the  following page. The  first  figure  shows  the  forces on  the  support, and  the 
second figure shows the predicted shape for the shaft while the support is at a certain location. 
One predicted shape of deformation approached  infinity at the end of the shaft. This was the 
predicted  shape  with  the  support  at  the  natural  frequency  location.  Discussions  with  Dr. 




























































customer  requirements,  the  five  concepts were  ranked 1  to 5  (1 being  the worst  concept at 
meeting that requirement and 5 being the best). Each requirement was weighted according to 
its weighting  in the team’s current QFD for the project. After the concepts were evaluated on 
each  customer  requirement,  the  total weighted  score of each  concept was  calculated. Using 
this objective selection process, the team determined that the  fifth concept  (self‐aligning ball 
bearing with a sleeve bearing) would best meet the customer requirements. It was determined 
that  the benefits of  this  concept  in allowing axial misalignment, high  speeds, and high  loads 














with a vertical bar at each corner. Two of  these bars were  to be  threaded and attached  to a 
single motor with a gear system or to two separate stepper motors. The other two bars were to 
be smooth. The platform was to translate due to rotation of the threaded shafts that were to 
be  inserted  in  threaded holes  in  the platform. This design was advantageous  in  that  it would 








Scissor  lift with pneumatic actuators:   This design  included a  scissor  lift with pneumatic 
actuators  to  lift  the  platform.  Advantages  of  this  design  included  the  fact  that  high  forces 
created by  the pneumatics would have overcome  any  friction between  the  support  and  the 
testing shaft, and  fast motions are possible. Disadvantages, on the other hand,  included poor 











linear motor was  known  (and exceeded  the  requirement),  and  the motor had  a pre‐existing 
support  system. The main disadvantage of  this design was  the difficulty of programming  the 






Four post structure with  linear motor:   This design was similar  to  the previous  in  that  it 
also used the linear motor. However, to add more rigidity to the structure, this design included 
the four post tower structure previously described. The only difference  in the tower structure 











continuous  and  for  it  to have a  resolution  less  than 3 percent of  Lshaft. He  required  that  the 
support be  sturdy enough  to properly  serve as a  simple  support on  the  shaft, be  capable of 

























was  removable which would  allow  P2C2  to measure  the  dynamics  of  the  shaft without  the 
added mass. However,  the mass of  the  collar and  screw would be  significant  relative  to  the 











of  the shaft does not change when  the steel piece was removed; only  the distribution of  the 
















based  on  the  customer  requirements.  For  each  of  the  customer  requirement,  the  three 
concepts were  ranked 1  to 3  (1 being  the worst concept at meeting  that  requirement and 3 
being  the  best).  Each  requirement  was  weighted  according  to  its  weighting  in  the  team’s 
current QFD for the project. After the concepts were evaluated on each customer requirement, 
the total weighted score of each concept was calculated. Using this objective selection process, 







end. Upon  research and  consultation with  sensor  technical  representatives, P2C2  considered 
several  types  of  displacement  sensors  for  the  design,  including  laser  triangulation,  confocal, 














lenses.  Each  of  the  lenses  corresponds with  a  certain wavelength,  such  that when  the  light 





















LVDT:    In LVDT sensing, a moveable armature  is placed coaxial to a cylindrical coil assembly. 
When  the  armature  is  pushed  in,  it  creates  an  electrical  signal  that  is  proportional  to  the 
displacement. LVDT sensors are good because of the fact they are able to measure the position 
of  any  solid.  They  are extremely  cheap due  to  their  common use  in  industry  and  are  small, 








determined  that  the  customer  requirements applicable  to measuring displacement were  the 





fact  that  the  sponsor  had  two  laser  triangulation  sensors  that  met  their  needs.  This  was 











































The  main  component  requiring  machining  was  the  support  housing.  The  team  made  a 
preliminary  material  selection  of  aluminum  for  this  component  based  on  the  low  loading 
requirements  on  the  part,  the  need  to  minimize  weight,  and  the  desire  to  increase 
machinability. The support housing was designed to universally hold any of the bearings being 
considered  at  the  time,  with  changes  only  to  the  internal  detail.  The  final  geometry  and 





































The  first engineering  fundamental was vibrations. The shaft was vibrating at a  frequency  less 
than  or  equal  to  200  Hz.  An  understanding  of  vibrations was  essential  to  design  the  shaft 











The  third  engineering  fundamental was  controls/mechatronics.  Computer  programming was 






















This section outlines  the safety procedures considered within  the  final prototype design. This 
design had several safety  issues arising  from one  root, high speed  rotations. Also, safety was 





the center axis of  the shaft.  If one of  these nuts had vibrated  loose and become airborne,  it 




The  dynamics  of  the  rotating  shaft  changed  drastically when  the  system was  in  or  near  a 










Another  hazard was  presented with  the  use  of  lasers within  the  design.  FDA  Class  II  laser 
sensors were used to measure the displacement of the end of the rotating shaft from its axis of 
rotation. This hazard was difficult to eliminate since the lasers had to be turned on and pointing 




A  third hazard was present  in  the operation of the mechanism. After a  test was  finished,  the 
bearing  in which the shaft rotates could have been hot and could have reached temperatures 
high enough  to burn. The  team  tried  to eliminate  this hazard with  the use of bearing grease. 






The  following  section  describes,  in  detail,  the  numerous  components,  both mechanical  and 
electrical, that made up the final design. The analysis for each part is also included. 
Mechanical Design and Analysis 





















































12.7 mm  (1/2  in), and  it  included  the  threaded extension  to add  the off‐balance mass. After 
considering several options  for the off‐balance mass, the team selected this threaded option, 
shown  in greater detail below, as the addition of the mass would have minimal effect on the 
dynamics of  the shaft.   The diameter of  the shaft was changed  to 12 mm so  the  team could 
reduce  the size of  the sleeve bearing and have more room  for  the bearing adapters. A single 







the  last of which was a  lock nut. Having multiple nuts and a  lock nut provided redundancy to 
ensure  that nothing  vibrated  loose during experimentation. Also,  the  shaft had  a  right‐hand 
thread  to  ensure  that  all  components  were  tightened  upward  on  the  shaft  when  the mill 
accelerated up to speed as the Fadal rotated clockwise  (when  looking down  from the spindle 
above). Since deceleration only occurred at the end of the experiment, the team checked the 

























the  housing  described  in  Design  Review  Two,  but  the  geometry  was  altered  to  house  the 
selected bearing and  to  facilitate prototyping.  It was  still made of aluminum as  this  reduced 
weight,  provided  enough  rigidity,  and  decreased machining  time.  Refer  to  Appendix  G  for 
details about how aluminum was selected as the ideal material for this component. The specific 
dimensions  of  the  bearing  housing  were  based  on  the  dimensions  of  the  self‐aligning  ball 
bearing, the  linear stage, and the mill. The self‐aligning ball bearing dictated the needed bore 
diameter and depth, the  linear stage dictated the component width, and the mill dictated the 








Finite element analysis was performed on  this component  to ensure  that  it would be able  to 
sustain  the  applied  dynamic  loads.  The  team  was  particularly  concerned  that  the  square, 
concave corners would act as stress risers and cause  the component  to  fail. For  this analysis, 
the team ran the simulations with a combined loading of 1kN thrust force and 1kN radial force 










clamp  the  polymer  sleeve  bearing  inside  the  self‐aligning  ball  bearing.  The  team  chose  to 
manufacture  these  components  out  of  aluminum,  as  this would  increase machinability  and 
reduce the inertia of the parts. The inner and outer diameters of the adapters were determined 
by  the  diameters  of  the  sleeve  bearing  and  self‐aligning  ball  bearing.  The  lengths  of  the 
component  were  determined  by  the  lengths  of  the  bearings.  These  lengths  were  very 
important,  as  the  team  had  to  ensure  that  the  bearing  adapters  clamped  onto  the  sleeve 
bearing before the self‐aligning ball bearing. Since the sleeve bearing was made of polymer, the 
adapters compressed the sleeve bearing slightly until they clamped onto the ball bearing. The 






Delrin Polymer Sleeve Bearing: The material of  the polymer  sleeve bearing was  selected 
since  the  alpha  design was  produced  for  Design  Review  Two.  The  team  determined  that  a 
polymer was more  suitable  than brass as compressibility and minimized  inertia were desired 
traits. Refer to Appendix G for details about how Delrin was selected as the  ideal material for 
this component. The inner diameter of the sleeve bearing was dictated by the diameter of the 
shaft  to be 12 mm. The  team  selected  the  largest available outer diameter  so  the additional 
thickness would make  it easier  to mount  the sleeve bearing  inside  the bearing adapters. The 
team selected a sleeve bearing length of 10 mm to minimize the area of contact with the shaft 


















Self­Aligning Ball Bearing:  The  self‐aligning  ball  bearing  in  the  final  design was  selected 
based  on  its  dimensions  and  ability  to withstand  the  largest  axial misalignment.  The  inner 
diameter  of  the  ball  bearing  needed  to  be  large  enough  so  that  the  team  could  clamp  the 
sleeve bearing  inside with the bearing adapters. The selected bearing was also determined to 









housing to clamp the self‐aligning ball bearing  in place. This  is  illustrated  in Fig. 37 below. The 
thickness and material were determined by the availability of scrap  in the ME Undergraduate 








that  the outer holes would  line up with  the slots  in  the T‐bed of  the mill and  the  inner slots 
would  line up with the holes  in the motor mount. The hole and slot sizes were determined by 

















T­Bed Adapter Plate  for Sensor Mounts: The T‐bed adapter plate  for  the  sensor mounts 
was designed to ensure that the sensors could be mounted orthogonally to each other and at 
the desired standoffs. The geometry of  the provided  sensors and  sensor mounts determined 
the  location  of  holes  in  the  adapter  plate.  The  driving  dimensions  in  the  design  of  this 
component were  the  standoff  distances  required  by  the  sensors.  It  is  notable  that with  the 
adapter  plate,  each  sensor  had  three  translational  degrees  of  freedom  while  still  being 
orthogonal  to  the  other  sensor.  The  head  size  of  the  fasteners  determined  the  depth  and 
diameter of the counterbores on the underside of the adapter plate. The team determined the 




The  electrical  and  coding  aspect  of  the  design  consisted  of  two  subsystems  that  were 
independent of each other: the sensors and the motor/linear stage. 
 
Sensors:  The  sensors  that  P2C2  selected  to  measure  the  amplitude  of  deflection  of  the 
rotating  shaft were Optimet Conoprobe Mark1.1Bs  (one with a 50‐mm  lens, and one with a 
100‐mm  lens). These  laser sensors had the ability to measure displacements at 850 Hz, which 






In working with  the  laser  sensors,  two  safety points were  taken  into consideration. First,  the 
Conoprobes were Class II lasers. This designation denotes that though regular exposure to the 
lasers was safe, purposely staring into the beam could cause eye damage. Second, the sensors 















them  into Excel, match up the x‐ and y‐displacements  from the same times  in a spreadsheet, 
calculate  the  deflection  amplitude  of  the  shaft  (see  Appendix  J),  and  plot  the  deflection 
amplitude  vs.  time. Because P2C2 modified  the  sensor programs  to enable  them  to operate 








the  team  saw  during  operation.  It  had  an  encoder which  allowed  its  users  to  determine  its 
location, accurately and precisely. Additionally, all hardware necessary  to  run  the motor and 
stage  (controller,  power  cables,  encoder  cables)  were  available  to  them.  Complete 
specifications for the motor and linear stage can be found in Appendix K [14]. 
 
In working with  the motor/linear  stage,  various  safety points were  taken  into  consideration. 
First, the users were made aware of pinch points, as the system had many moving parts. The 
users  also  considered  the  temperature  of  the  controller, which,  in  some  applications,  could 
cause burns. The motor/linear stage had to be e‐stopped through the program, if needed, (and 
not by pulling the power cables out) to avoid any mechanical interference with the hard limits. 




the  programmer  to  easily  set  start  and  end  position,  change  traversing  speed  of  stage,  and 




To  verify whether or not  the  subsystems discussed would  indeed  integrate with each other, 
P2C2 performed a variety of tests. For an initial check, they examined the entire design in CAD 
and determined where  interferences might be  an  issue during  actual  installation.  They  then 
printed  out  full‐scale  templates  of  the  T‐bed  adapters  for  the  linear  stage  and  the  T‐bed 
adapter plate for the sensor mounts and positioned them in the Fadal VMC4020 vertical mill as 
the  actual parts would be positioned.  The  team put  the  sensor mounts  at  their  appropriate 
positions  on  the  template  and  the  linear  stage  at  its  appropriate  position  on  the  T‐bed. 
Additionally,  they  moved  the  mill  in  all  axes  to  understand  what  motions  might  cause 































Four  components  of  the  final  design  were  donated  to  the  team  from  the  Reconfigurable 
Manufacturing Laboratory. These components were the linear stage and motor, the laser point 
















T‐slot nuts  4  90526A604  McMaster‐Carr  Thread = 1/2”‐13  Fasten T‐bed adapters for 
linear stage to T‐bed 








Nut  12  92673A125  McMaster‐Carr  Thread = 3/8”‐16  Fasten adapters to linear 
stage and sensor mounts 






















Nut  4  030699319015  Home Depot  Thread = 1/4”‐20  Secure mass to end of shaft 






Part Name  Qty  Material  Part/Model 
Number 
Supplier  Stock Size  Function 




Bearing housing  1  Aluminum  ‐  Alro Metals Plus  3.5”x5”X8”  Secure self‐aligning ball 
bearing to linear stage 



























Part Name  Qty  Manufacturer Model Number  Function  Notes 
Linear stage  1  Aerotech  ATS10040  Provide linear movement 
of support along shaft 
Mount for linear stage provided 
Servomotor  1  Aerotech  BMS60  Move linear stage platform  Controller and cables provided 





















All of  the parts were either manufactured  in  the ME Undergraduate Machine Shop or  in  the 
Reconfigurable Manufacturing Laboratory under the supervision of Steve Erskine. All parts were 
made of steel or aluminum. According to Machinery’s Handbook [16], the tool speeds for these 














manufactured  from  a  cylindrical  aluminum  stock material  of  outer  diameter  1.5  inches.  The 
material was purchased from McMaster‐Carr.  
 
Step  Operation  Machine  Tool  Speed  Notes 
1  Cut Outer 
Diameter 
Lathe  Turning Tool  350 RPM  Hold in 3 jaw chuck 
2  Drill Center 
Hole 
Lathe  1/2” Drill  350 RPM   
3  Bore Out 
Inner Holes 
Lathe  Boring Bar  350 RPM   
4  Cut Outer 
Diameter 
Lathe  Turning Tool  350 RPM   
5  Cut Part From 
Stock 
Lathe  Facing Tool  350 RPM   
6  Cut Chamfer  Lathe  Turning Tool  350 RPM  Part  must  first  be 
reversed 







Bearing Restraint Plate: The bearing  restraint plate CAD drawing  is  shown  in Appendix F. 
This part was manufactured  from a piece of  scrap aluminum  sheet  stock obtained  from Alro 
Metals in Ann Arbor.  
 















Bearing Housing: The bearing housing CAD drawing  is  shown  in Appendix  F. The part was 
manufactured  from  scrap  aluminum material  obtained  from  Alro Metals  in  Ann  Arbor.  The 
stock material has the dimensions of 143 x 70 x 125 mm.  
 
Step  Operation  Machine  Tool  Speed  Notes 
1  Face Left Side  Mill  ½” End Mill  3000 RPM   
2  Face Right 
Side 
Mill  ½” End Mill  3000 RPM  Part  must  first  be 
reversed 
3  Drill 4 Holes  Mill  No. 25  3000 RPM  Part  must  first  be 
properly positioned 
4  Tap 4 Holes  Hand Tap  #10‐24  N/A   
5  Mill Bearing 
Set Hole 












T­Bed  Adapters:  The  T‐bed  adapter  CAD  drawing  is  shown  in  Appendix  F.  The  part  was 
manufactured  from  scrap  aluminum material  obtained  from  Alro Metals  in  Ann  Arbor.  The 
stock material must first be cut in half lengthwise and cut to length (320 mm). 
 
Step  Operation  Machine  Tool  Speed  Notes 
1  Cut 
Lengthwise 
Band Saw  N/A     
2  Mill  Slot 
Holes 
















Step  Operation  Machine  Tool  Speed  Notes 
1  Drill 8 Holes  Mill  ½” Drill  500 RPM   
2  Counter Sink 
8 Holes 




Shaft: The shaft CAD drawing  is shown  in Appendix F. The stock material was obtained  from 
McMaster‐Carr.  The  shaft  already  has  the  desired  outer  diameter  along most  of  its  length, 
however, the last threaded portion was manufactured.  
 
Step  Operation  Machine  Tool  Speed  Notes 
1  Turn Outer 
Diameter 















Step  Operation  Machine  Tool  Speed  Notes 
1  Cut Outer 
Dimensions 
Mill  ½” End Mill  3000 RPM   
2  Drill Hole 
 
Mill  No. 7 Drill  350 RPM   


























Several  components of  the  final design  remained assembled at all  times. These  components 
were the sensors on the mounts, the bearing adapters, and the bearing housing. The sensors 
attached  to mounts  to which  they had been previously attached. Small  screws were used  to 
attach the sensors to small adjustment platforms that were then attached to large steel stands. 
These stands were then screwed onto the adapter plate that the team made to ensure that the 












the  self‐aligning ball bearing.  Four  screws  and  four nuts were  then used  to  keep  this whole 
assembly together. The bearing assembly was then placed inside of the bearing housing. A plate 
was designed  that held  the bearing  in  its hole and secured to  the bearing housing using  four 
screws.  The  bearing  housing  then  attached  to  the  platform  on  the  linear motor with  four 










the  support  translated  the  shaft  freely  and  that  measurements  were  taken  properly  and 














































































































































































Pictures of  the assembled mechanism, along with  the electrical components, can be  found  in 
Appendix N. 
Prototype Description 
Because  the  team’s  project  was  limited  to  calculating  the  dynamics  of  a  shaft  of  specific 
dimensions  and material  in  a  specific mill,  their product was  a unique design not meant  for 
mass  production.  Therefore,  though  the  team’s work may  be  used  as  the  starting  point  off 

























was  determined  from  these  tests  that  the  ConoProbes  measured  displacement  within  10 






The  tests also confirmed  that  the motor could move  the support so  that  it could  traverse 80 
percent of the length of the shaft, and that the resolution of the moving support location was 
fewer  than  5mm.  Preliminary  testing  showed  that  the motor  code  read  in  unknown  units. 









Finally,  the  components were  tested  together.  The  team  tested  that  the  support  traversed 
along the shaft and that the bearings and restrain plates worked as expected. The shaft did not 
bend while the motor was moving and  the motor did not bind. Additionally,  the team  tested 
that the shaft spun  inside the bearings while the support was stationary. It was noted that, at 
















The  impact test determined the natural  frequency while the support was at various  locations 
along  the  length of  the shaft. The  support was moved  to a given  location and  the stationary 
shaft was hit with a rubber mallet. The displacements measured with the sensors were used to 




























































As  shown  in  Figure  48,  the  displacements  measured  in  testing  were  far  greater  than  the 
displacements predicted  from MATLAB analysis. The amplitude of vibration while the support 
was between four and six inches from the fixed end was greater than the range of the sensors, 


























































Given  that  the shaft experienced permanent deformation during  the static support  tests,  the 




During  the  testing  and  validation process,  failure of  the prototype occurred. Pictures of  this 
failure can be  found  in Appendix O. The  following  section describes  the  test activities at  the 
time of and presents a hypothesized cause of the failure. It should be noted that, because this 
prototype was designed for research purposes, the team does not believe that the failure was a 
error  in design, but rather a demonstration of the  factors that must be considered  in dealing 
with rotational dynamics.  
Testing Set­Up 
When  the  failure  occurred,  the  team was  performing  preliminary  testing  on  the  prototype. 
During these tests, the shaft was rotated at a constant angular velocity and data was taken with 































Because  of  large  deflections  and  deformation,  this  amount  of misalignment was  exceeded. 
Consequently, the bearing failed, sending ball bearings out of their retaining rings and removing 
the indirect points of contact that the inner race had with the outer race. This essentially made 























All  of  the  interference with  the  parts  of  the mechanism  created  large  stresses  in  the  shaft. 








when  the  shaft  bent  and  failed  and  the  ball  bearing  ejected  its  balls.  These  values  are  just 

















Where ω  =  the  angular  velocity  of  the  system  (5000  RPM  =  523.6  rad/s)  and  Rrelease  =  the 






The  team has estimated  the  force needed  to  fracture  the aluminum shaft  to be 3300 N  (740 
lbf).  The  shaft was  determined  to  have  fractured  due  to  bending  not  shear  since  the  force 
needed  to  fail  the component  in bending with our geometry, Fbend,u, was  found  to be smaller 

















































section  includes  the  description  of  the  deviation  of  actual  manufacturing  from  the 
manufacturing  plan  and  a  critique  of  the  design.  The  one  change  in manufacturing was  the 







using  the  Fadal  CNC  machine  and  checking  the  dimensions  with  a  telescoping  gauge  and 
micrometer  (error ± 0.001  in), the team press  fit the bearing  into the bore. After the bearing 
was fit, it was noticed that it no longer rotated as freely as it had before. The team then cut a 
notch  in  the  bearing  housing  to  relieve  the  excess  pressure  constricting  the motion  of  the 



















any  stock materials.  During  purchasing,  the  team was  unable  to  find  any  precision  ground 
aluminum  shafts  in metric units. However,  it was  able  to  find  several  suppliers  that  sold ½” 









































team  through  the department. As noted  in  the bill of materials,  the motor and  sensor were 
obtained through the Engineering Research Center for Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems. 
These components added no cost to the overall budget. Similarly, some of the stock material 
was  provided  by  Bob  Coury  from  the  Undergraduate  Machine  Shop  at  the  University  of 
Michigan. All  other  components were  purchased  through McMaster‐Carr, Home Depot,  and 
Grainger. 
 





In  order  to  complete  the  mechanism  by  the  requested  date  (December  10,  2009),  P2C2 
constructed  a  detailed  project  plan  based  on  the  five  basic  stages  of  the  design  process: 
Definition, Divergence, Transition, Convergence, and Prototyping. 
 
During  the  first  stage of design, Definition,  the  team met with Dr. Bamberger  to discuss  the 
customer needs,  completed background  research on  the dynamic  response of  shafts and on 
existing designs that measure natural frequency, and set benchmarks.   
 
During  the second and  third  stages of design, Divergence and Transition,  the  team discussed 
the math  behind  the  design with  their  sponsor,  performed  vibrational  analyses  in Autodesk 
Inventor  2009,  and  determined  the  design’s  functional  decomposition.  From  the  functional 





The  fourth  stage  of  design,  Convergence,  consisted  of  P2C2  proving  that  the  components 
selected would meet the project needs and determining how they would be integrated into the 
system.   P2C2 performed two checks: one  in CAD and one with  layouts of components to see 
that the design would fit into the mill that they are using. They ran a materials analysis with CES 




The  fifth  stage of design, Prototyping,  consisted of machining  and  assembly.  In parallel with 






























the  team’s choice, continuously collect data while  the support  traverses along  the shaft, and 
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full‐scale  layouts  in  the  Fadal mill.  Similarly,  they  considered  how  the  electrical  and  coding 
aspects of  their design  (based on  the  specifications of  the  sensors and  the motor) would be 
integrated. The team created detailed manufacturing, testing, and safety procedures on which 




and  their  operation  of  the  design.  Though  the  team  was  able  to  complete  component 
validation, they only obtained a few sets of data from their design operation before the shaft 
























































































% simple support in x=b, mass M at x=l, rotating at Omega 
  
d=4/8*25.4e-3; % diameter [m] 
I=pi*d^4/64; % Second moment of inertia [m^4] 
E=68.9*10^9; % Elasticity Modulus [N/m^2] 
l=20*25.4e-3; % length [m] 
ro=2.7e3; % density [kg/m^3] 
mu=pi*d^2/4*ro; % % linear mass density [kg/m] 
M=1*10^-3; % mass at the end [kg] 
e=1*10^-3; % Excentericity of the mass M [m] 










MOm2EI=M*Omega^2/E/I; % for Eq. (8) 
  
coef=[0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0; % Eq. (1) 
      1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; % Eq. (2) 
      stb ctb shtb chtb 0 0 0 0; % Eq. (3) 
      0 0 0 0 stb ctb shtb chtb; % Eq. (4) 
      ctb -stb chtb shtb -ctb stb -chtb -shtb; % Eq. (5) 
      -stb -ctb shtb chtb stb ctb -shtb -chtb; % Eq. (6) 
      0 0 0 0 -stl -ctl shtl chtl; % Eq. (7) 
      0 0 0 0 -tau^3*ctl-MOm2EI*stl tau^3*stl-MOm2EI*ctl tau^3*chtl-

























































































index.  Tungsten  and  steel  alloys were  ruled out due  their  lack of machinability. Copper was 
ruled out due to its high price. Finally, zinc alloys were ruled out due to their lack of availability 






















sleeve bearing  can be  tightly  clamped  into place using  a  fabricated  aluminum  adapter).  The 




The  team selected an acetal sleeve bearing based on  the parity of elastic moduli of  the  least 











The  team  used  SimaPro  7.1  software  to  gauge  the  environmental  effects  of  two materials 
considered  for  the  shaft:  aluminum  and  steel.  The  software was  used  to  calculate  the  total 
mass  of  air  emissions,  water  emissions,  raw  material  usage  and  waste.  The  findings  are 









































































#include <conio.h> //for getch 
#include "Multiple.h" 




void Cleanup(int iProbeNum, char *sFunctionName) // cleanup function before successful 
or non-successful exit 
{ 
if (sFunctionName == NULL) // NULL function name indicates success 
printf("Program completed successfully.\n"); 
else // non-NULL function name indicates error 
printf("Error %d in function %s: %s\n", pFifo[iProbeNum]->pfn_FifoGetError(), 
sFunctionName, pFifo[iProbeNum]->pfn_FifoGetErrorString()); 
 





delete [] *pFifo; 




int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
 TMeasurement M; 
 int iPort; 
 int i;//, j; 
 long lHeadSN; 
 int iMCUVersion, iMaxFrequency; 
 char temp[100] = ""; 
 char LPstr[NUM_PROBES][100]; 
 FILE *LP[NUM_PROBES]; 
 char fileName[10]; 
 
 // Open output files 
 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
 { 
  itoa(i,temp, 10); 
  strcpy(fileName, "bbcb"); 
  strcat(fileName, temp); 
  strcat(fileName, ".csv"); 





 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
 { 
  pFifo[i] = new CFifoWrapper(i); 




  if ((pFifo[i] == NULL) || (!pFifo[i]->bComplete)) 
  { 
   printf("Error in Fifo Wrapper construction %d\n", i); 
   printf("Hit any key to exit..."); 
   getch(); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 
  } 
 } 
  
 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
 { 
  printf("Enter port for probe %d (in hex).\n", i); 
  scanf("%x",&(iPort)); 
 
  // use explicit port value 
  // DO NOT use the function FifoDetect for multiple probes 
  if (!pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoInitEx(iPort)) 
   { 
   Cleanup(i, "FifoInitEx"); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 
   } 
 } 
 
 printf("Probes initialized.\n"); 
 //type(sName); 
 
 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
 { 
  lHeadSN = pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetHeadSN(); 
   
  if (pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetError() != loeNone) 
  { 
   Cleanup(i, "FifoGetHeadSN"); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 
  } 
  printf("Probe %d:\nSerial Number is: %ld\n", i, lHeadSN); 
  iMCUVersion = pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetMCUVersion(); 
   
  if (pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetError() != loeNone) 
  { 
   Cleanup(i, "FifoGetMCUVersion"); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 
  } 
  printf("MCU version: %d\n", iMCUVersion); 
  iMaxFrequency = pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetMaxFrequency(); 
   
  if (pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetError() != loeNone) 
  { 
   Cleanup(i, "FifoGetMaxFrequency"); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 
  } 
  printf("Max frequency: %d\n", iMaxFrequency); 
 
  } 
 
 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
 
 { 
  if (!pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoBeginReadMeasurementStream(2000, mTime, eBoth)) 
  { 
   Cleanup(i, "FifoBeginReadMeasurementStream"); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 




 // j=0; 
 while (!kbhit()) 
 { 
  // take date stamp here 
  // j+=1; 
  for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
  { 
    
   if (pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoGetMeasurementStream(&M))  
   { 
    //printf("%f\tn=%i", M.Distance,j); 
    sprintf(LPstr[i], "%f", M.Distance); 
   }  
   else 
   { 
    //printf("-\t\t"); 
    strcpy(LPstr[i], "-"); 
   } 
   strcat(LPstr[i], ",n = "); 
   // this next line wont be needed w/ datestamp 
   // itoa(j,temp, 10); 
   // temp will be replaced by string of date stamp 
   strcat(LPstr[i], temp); 
   strcat(LPstr[i], "\n"); 
  } 
  for (i=0;i<NUM_PROBES; i++) 
  { 
   printf("Sensor: %i, Value: %s\n", i, LPstr[i]); 
   fputs(LPstr[i], LP[i]); 
  } 
 } 
  
 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++) 
 { 
  if (!pFifo[i]->pfn_FifoAbortMeasurements()) 
  { 
   Cleanup(i, "FifoAbortMeasurements"); 
   return EXIT_FAILURE; 
  } 
 } 
 printf("Test completed successfilly. \n"); 
 Cleanup(0, NULL); // NULL indicates success 
 for (i = 0; i < NUM_PROBES; i++)  
 { 
  fclose(LP[i]); 
 } 
 






 bComplete = false; // bComplete indicates that the constructor did not complete 
successfully 
 // load the dlls. Fifo.dll should be copied and renamed fifo0.dll, fifo1.dll, 
etc. 
 char sName[15]; 
 sprintf (sName, "fifo%d.dll", iInstanceNumber); 
 hFifoHandle = LoadLibrary(sName); 
  
 if (hFifoHandle == NULL) // check error status 
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 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status connect the 
functions 
 pfn_FifoInit = (PFN_FIFOINIT)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, "FifoInit"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoInit == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoInitEx = (PFN_FIFOINITEX)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, "FifoInitEx"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoInitEx == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoSetActiveLensIndex == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoSetFrequency = (PFN_FIFOSETFREQUENCY)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoSetFrequency"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoSetFrequency == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoSetInBitSet = (PFN_FIFOSETINBITSET)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoSetInBitSet"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoSetInBitSet == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoSetLensZTweakUser == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoSetMeasurementFilter == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoSetPower = (PFN_FIFOSETPOWER)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoSetPower"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoSetPower == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoTerminate = (PFN_FIFOTERMINATE)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoTerminate"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoTerminate == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoDetect = (PFN_FIFODETECT)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, "FifoDetect"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoDetect == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoGetActiveLensIndex == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetHeadSN = (PFN_FIFOGETHEADSN)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetHeadSN"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetHeadSN == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
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 if (pfn_FifoGetInBitSetAvailability == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetLens = (PFN_FIFOGETLENS)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, "FifoGetLens"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetLens == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetLensCount = (PFN_FIFOGETLENSCOUNT)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetLensCount"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetLensCount == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoGetLensZTweakUser == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetMaxFrequency = (PFN_FIFOGETMAXFREQUENCY)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetMaxFrequency"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetMaxFrequency == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetMCUVersion = (PFN_FIFOGETMCUVERSION)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetMCUVersion"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetMCUVersion == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoGetMCUVersionRequired == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetPower = (PFN_FIFOGETPOWER)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetPower"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetPower == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoAbortMeasurements == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoBeginReadMeasurementStream == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoBeginReadMeasurements == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 






 if (pfn_FifoGetMeasurementStream == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetMeasurements = (PFN_FIFOGETMEASUREMENTS)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetMeasurements"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetMeasurements == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoGetMeasurementsCount == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoReadMeasurement = (PFN_FIFOREADMEASUREMENT)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoReadMeasurement"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoReadMeasurement == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 




 if (pfn_FifoReadMeasurementStream == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetError = (PFN_FIFOGETERROR)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetError"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetError == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetErrorString = (PFN_FIFOGETERRORSTRING)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetErrorString"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetErrorString == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoGetTimeOut = (PFN_FIFOGETTIMEOUT)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoGetTimeOut"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoGetTimeOut == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_FifoSetTimeOut = (PFN_FIFOSETTIMEOUT)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "FifoSetTimeOut"); 
  
 if (pfn_FifoSetTimeOut == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 
 pfn_ShowProbeDialog = (PFN_FIFOSHOWPROBEDIALOG)GetProcAddress(hFifoHandle, 
 "ShowProbeDialog"); 
  
 if (pfn_ShowProbeDialog == NULL) // check error status 
 return; // return with bComplete = false, to indicate error status 























// handle for the fifo dll 
HMODULE hFifoHandle; 
 
// define type definitions for each function type 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOINIT)(TLptPort Port) ; 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOINITEX)(int Port); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETACTIVELENSINDEX)(TLensIndex); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETFREQUENCY)(int Frequency); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETINBITSET)(int InBitSet); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETLENSZTWEAKUSER)(TLensIndex Index, short 
ZTweakUser); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETMEASUREMENTFILTER)(TMeasurementFilter 
MeasurementFilter, WORD wMinValue, WORD wMaxValue); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETPOWER)(TPower Power, WORD Value); 
typedef void (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOTERMINATE)(void); 
typedef TLptPort (_stdcall *PFN_FIFODETECT)(void); 
typedef TLensIndex (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETACTIVELENSINDEX)(void); 
typedef long (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETHEADSN)(void); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETINBITSETAVAILABILITY)(int InBitSet); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETLENS)(TLensIndex Index, TLens *Lens); 
typedef TLensIndex (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETLENSCOUNT)(void); 
typedef short (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETLENSZTWEAKUSER)(TLensIndex Index); 
typedef int (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETMAXFREQUENCY)(void); 
typedef int (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETMCUVERSION)(void); 
typedef int (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETMCUVERSIONREQUIRED)(void); 
typedef WORD (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETPOWER)(TPower Power); 
typedef int (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOABORTMEASUREMENTS)(void); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOBEGINREADMEASUREMENTSTREAM)(int 
DelayBetweenMeasurements, 
TMode DelayBetweenMeasurementsMode,TEdges Edges); 







typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETMEASUREMENTSTREAM)(TMeasurement 
*Measurement); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETMEASUREMENTS)(TMeasurement *Measurements, 
WORD nMeasurements); 
typedef int (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETMEASUREMENTSCOUNT)(void); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOREADMEASUREMENT)(TMeasurement *Measurement); 









typedef TLoadError (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETERROR)(void); 
typedef char *(_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETERRORSTRING)(void); 
typedef int (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOGETTIMEOUT)(void); 
typedef void (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSETTIMEOUT)(int TimeOut); 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *PFN_FIFOSHOWPROBEDIALOG)(BYTE Modal, TParameters 
*Parameters, TResults *Results); 
public: 
 
















































/*                                                                            */ 
/*       Optimet Conoprobe Software - Fifo Import Library                     */ 
/*       Copyright (c) 1998-2001 Optimet Ltd.                                 */ 
/*                                                                            */ 
/*       NOTE: to support DOS version (built in Watcom), add:                 */ 








/*---------------------------------- Types -----------------------------------*/ 
typedef unsigned char BYTE; /* Byte type definition */ 
typedef unsigned short WORD; /* Word type definition */ 
#if defined (WATCOM_DOS) || defined (BORLAND_DOS) 
#define _stdcall 
#else 
#pragma pack(push, packBefore) 
#endif 
#pragma pack(1) 
/* Parallel port via which PC will communicate with EC1000 */ 
typedef WORD TLptPort; 
typedef enum {lpLPT1 = 0x378, lpLPT2 = 0x278} LptPort; 
 
/* Distinction between coarse power level of  
   the Conoprobe's laser and its fine tuning */ 
typedef BYTE TPower; 
typedef enum {pFine = 1, pCoarse = 2} Power; 
 
/* Distinguish between set measurement frequency (mTime), 
   and measurement driven by external trigger (mPulse), 
   and measurement at set frequency but returned at next external trigger 
(mTimeTrigger) */ 
typedef BYTE TMode; 
typedef enum {mTime, mPulse, mTimeTrigger} Mode; 
 
/* Index of lens whose calibration factors should be used 
   to calculate distance (between 1..31) */ 
typedef BYTE TLensIndex; 
 
/* Allows programmer to select edge to trigger  
   on when measuring in external trigger mode */ 
typedef WORD TEdges; 
typedef enum {eBoth = 0, eFalling = 0x4000, eRising = 0x8000} Edges; 
 
/* System Error codes */ 
typedef BYTE TLoadError; 
typedef enum {loeNone,           /* No error */ 
              loeCommunication,  /* Communication error occurred */ 
              loeParam,          /* Parameter error */ 
              loeTimeOut,        /* EC1000 failed to respond within timeout */ 
              loeOldMCUVersion,  /* Requested functionality not supported in this 
version of the MCU */ 




/* Lens structure returned by EC1000 to PC */ 
typedef struct { 
 short FocalDistance; /* Distance from lens (in millimeters) to focal 
    point of laser beam emitted by ConoProbe */ 
 char Type; /* Type: standard, telescopic, high precision (between a-z/A-Z) */ 
 char Iteration; /* Number of times calibrated with this lens */ 
 /* LensID = FocalDistance + Type + Iteration */ 
 struct { 
  BYTE Day; 
  BYTE Month; 
  WORD Year; 
 } DateOfCalibration; /* Date of calibration with this lens */ 
 float DistanceMin; /* Minimum distance which can be measured with this lens */ 
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 float DistanceMax; /* Maximum distance which can be measured with this lens */ 
 /* Range = DistanceMax - DistanceMin */ 
 short Power; /* Power (coarse) level when calibrating this lens */ 
 short FinePower; /* Power (fine) level when calibrating this lens */ 
 short MCUVersion; /* MCU version when calibrating this lens */ 
        short TemperatureTenthsDegree; // Room Temerature in Tenths of a degree 
 BYTE Reserved[232]; 
} TLens; 
 
/* Measurement structure returned by EC1000 to PC */ 
typedef struct { 
 union { 
                float Frequency; /* Signal described in terms of power spectrum 
distribution */ 
                struct {         /* Number of pulses in X & Y */ 
                    WORD PulseX; 
                    WORD PulseY; 
                }Pulse; 
                float RDistance; /* Rough distance measured in millimeters */ 
        }Freq; 
        float Distance; /* Distance measured in millimeters */ 
        WORD Snr; /* Signal quality (between 0..1024) */ 
        short Sat; /* For in-house test purposes only */ 
        WORD Total; /* For in-house test purposes only */ 
     BYTE BitSet; /* Measurement error flag, as follows: 
   0 = no error 
    2 = too close to target or bad signal 
    4 = too far from target or signal is too noisy 
            FF = unknown */ 
        BYTE Tag; /* Tag of measurement */ 
} TMeasurement; 
 
/* Begin measurement stream event function prototype */ 
typedef void (_stdcall *TBeginMeasurementStreamEvent)(void); 
/* Measurement stream event function prototype */ 
typedef BYTE (_stdcall *TMeasurementStreamEvent)(int nMeasurement, TMeasurement* 
Measurement); 
/* Finish measurement stream event function prototype */ 
typedef void (_stdcall *TFinishMeasurementStreamEvent)(int MeasurementsCount, int 
MeasurementsDeliveredCount); 
 
typedef BYTE TMeasurementFilter; 
typedef enum {mfNone, mfSnr, mfTotal} MeasurementFilter; // TMeasurementFilter 
 
#if !defined (WATCOM_DOS) && !defined (BORLAND_DOS) 
typedef BYTE TLanguage; 
typedef enum {lEnglish, lFrench, lGerman} Language; // TLanguage 
 
typedef BYTE TUnits; 
typedef enum {uMM = 0, uMils = 1, uMicroM = 2} Units; // TUnits 
 
typedef BYTE TGraphType; 
typedef enum {gtNone, gtRawA, gtRawB, gtRawAB, gtRawAMinusB, gtRawAPlusB, gtContrast, 
gtFrequency} GraphType; // TGraphType 
 
typedef int (_stdcall *TDlgProc)(void *hWnd, int Msg, int wParam, int lParam); // 
Callback function prototype 
 
/* TParameters structure used by ShowProbeDialog() function */ 
typedef struct { 
        TLanguage Language; 
        TUnits Units; 
        TGraphType GraphType; 
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        BYTE UseExStatisticsView; 
        BYTE UseExGraphView; 
        BYTE UseAO; 
        short Power; 
        short FinePower; 
        short Frequency; 
        TDlgProc DlgProc; 
} TParameters; 
 
/* TResults structure used by ShowProbeDialog() function */ 
typedef struct { 
        short Power; 
        short FinePower; 




#pragma pack(pop, packBefore) 
#endif 
/*-------------------------------- Constants --------------------------------*/ 
const TLensIndex LensCountMax = 31; 
const WORD MeasurementCountMax = 7000; 
const WORD PowerMax = 63; 
const short ZTweakUserMax = 30000; 
 
// parameters for SetInBitSet & GetInBitSetAvailability 
const int iIN_BIT_SET_RDE          = 1; 
const int iIN_BIT_SET_XY           = 2; 
const int iIN_BIT_SET_NOTCH_FILTER = 4; 
 
#ifdef __cplusplus 
extern "C" { 
#endif 
/*--------------------------------- Functions --------------------------------*/ 
/*------------------------------ Setup functions -----------------------------*/ 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoInit 
 Purpose       : Initialize communication with EC1000 
 Parameters    : TLptPort 
 Returns       : True if succeeded in communicating with EC1000 
 See Also      : FifoDetect, FifoTerminate 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoInit(TLptPort Port); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoInitEx 
 Purpose       : Initialize communication with EC1000 
 Parameters    : Int value for the LPT port 
 Returns       : True if succeeded in communicating with EC1000 
 See Also      : FifoDetect, FifoTerminate 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoInitEx(int Port); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoSetActiveLensIndex 
 Purpose       : Configure EC1000 to calculate distance based on 
     specified lens calibration data 
 Parameters    : TLensIndex 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoGetActiveLensIndex, FifoGetLens, FifoGetLensCount 
*/ 





 Function Name : FifoSetFrequency 
 Purpose       : Set EC1000's internal measurement frequency for work in 
     single capture mode 
 Parameters    : Frequency 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoGetMaxFrequency, FifoGetMCUVersion, FifoReadMeasurement 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoSetFrequency(int Frequency); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoSetInBitSet 
 Purpose       : Set EC1000's measurement structure field data 
 Parameters    : InBitSet: Values to return (may be OR'ed together) 
     0 = frequency (default value) 
     iIN_BIT_SET_RDE = return rough distance (this 
overrides frequency) 
                    iIN_BIT_SET_XY = return XY Values (this overrides rough distance) 
                    iIN_BIT_SET_NOTCH_FILTER = Activate Notch Filter 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
    Error Values  : loeOldMCUVersion, loeUncalibratedRom 
 See Also      : TMeasurement, FifoBeginReadMeasurements, FifoReadMeasurement, 
FifoReadMeasurementStream 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoSetInBitSet(int InBitSet); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoSetLensZTweakUser 
 Purpose       : Set to specified lens multiplier distance factor (±30%)  
     Distance(factor) = Distance(measured) * (1 + 
ZTweakUser / 100000) 
     specified lens calibration data 
 Parameters    : Index - lens index which ZTweakUser value want to be changed 
     ZTweakUser (±30000) - new multiplier distance factor 
to set (0 will disable any factor) 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoGetLensZTweakUser 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoSetLensZTweakUser(TLensIndex Index, short ZTweakUser); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoSetMeasurementFilter 
 Purpose       : Activate filters on the returned TMeasurement structure 
 Parameters    : mfFilter - mfNone (disable all filters), mfSnr, mfTotal 
     wMinValue, wMaxValue - the boundaries for the filter 
                    (For SNR filter, the limits are between 0 - 1023. 
                     For Total filter, the limits are between 0 - 32767.) 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoSetMeasurementFilter(TMeasurementFilter MeasurementFilter, WORD 
wMinValue, WORD wMaxValue); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoSetPower 
 Purpose       : Set Conoprobes laser power level 
 Parameters    : Power - pFine for fine tuning, pCoarse for coarse power level 
     Value - power level (between 0..63) 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoGetPower 
*/ 





 Function Name : FifoTerminate 
 Purpose       : Close down communication between PC and EC1000 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : None 
 See Also      : FifoInit 
*/ 
void _stdcall FifoTerminate(void); 
 
/*--------------------------- Information functions --------------------------*/ 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoDetect 
 Purpose       : Auto detect parallel port that EC1000 is connected to 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : TLptPort 
 See Also      : FifoInit 
*/ 
TLptPort _stdcall FifoDetect(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetActiveLensIndex 
 Purpose       : Query to EC1000 which lens data is presently being used 
     for distance calculation 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Index of lens calibration data presently in use 
 See Also      : FifoGetLens, FifoGetLensCount, FifoSetActiveLensIndex 
*/ 
TLensIndex _stdcall FifoGetActiveLensIndex(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetInBitSetAvailability 
 Purpose       : Check which features from the SetInBitSet function are 
available for this MCU and are calibrated in the Lens information in the ROM 
 Parameters    : InBitSet. List of flags for InBitSet OR'ed together 
    Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
    Error Values  : loeOldMCUVersion, loeUncalibratedRom 
 See Also      : FifoSetInBitSet 
*/ 
 
BYTE _stdcall FifoGetInBitSetAvailability(int InBitSet); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetLens 
 Purpose       : Upload from EC1000 data for a specific lens 
 Parameters    : TLensIndex 
                    Pointer to TLens structure 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoGetActiveLensIndex, FifoGetLensCount, 
FifoSetActiveLensIndex 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoGetLens(TLensIndex Index, TLens *Lens); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetLensCount 
 Purpose       : Query EC1000 for total number of lenses that have been 
     calibrated with it 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : TLensIndex : Count of lens data stored in ConoProbe 
 See Also      : FifoGetActiveLensIndex, FifoGetLens, FifoSetActiveLensIndex 
*/ 





 Function Name : FifoGetLensZTweakUser 
 Purpose       : Upload from EC1000 ZTweakUser value for a specific lens 
 Parameters    : TLensIndex 
 Returns       : ZTweakUser value for specified lens 
 See Also      : FifoSetLensZTweakUser 
*/ 
short _stdcall FifoGetLensZTweakUser(TLensIndex Index); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetMaxFrequency 
 Purpose       : Query EC1000 for its maximum measurement frequency 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Maximum working frequency possible on the EC1000 
 See Also      : FifoSetFrequency, FifoBeginReadMeasurements 
*/ 
int _stdcall FifoGetMaxFrequency(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetMCUVersion 
 Purpose       : Query EC1000 for version of software in its microcontroller 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : MCU version 
 See Also      : FifoGetMCUVersionRequired 
*/ 
int _stdcall FifoGetMCUVersion(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetMCUVersionRequired 
 Purpose       : Query Fifo library for MCU version required for using library 
correctly 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : MCU version 
 See Also      : FifoGetMCUVersion 
*/ 
int _stdcall FifoGetMCUVersionRequired(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetPower 
 Purpose       : Query EC1000 for present setting of its laser power 
 Parameters    : Power - pFine for fine tuning, pCoarse for coarse power level 
 Returns       : Power level (between 0..63) 
 See Also      : FifoSetPower 
*/ 
WORD _stdcall FifoGetPower(TPower Power); 
 
/*--------------------------- Measurement functions --------------------------*/ 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoAbortMeasurements 
 Purpose       : To force EC1000 to abandon measurements 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Number of measurements performed before aborting 
 See Also      : FifoBeginReadMeasurements, FifoGetMeasurements, 
FifoGetMeasurementsCount 
*/ 
int _stdcall FifoAbortMeasurements(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoBeginReadMeasurementStream 
 Purpose       : To put EC1000 in stream measurement mode 
 Parameters    : DelayBetweenMeasurements - number of microseconds/pulses 
between measurements 




     Edges - trigger on rising, falling, or both edges 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoAbortMeasurements, FifoGetMeasurementStream 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoBeginReadMeasurementStream(int DelayBetweenMeasurements, 
 TMode DelayBetweenMeasurementsMode, 
 TEdges Edges); // DelayBetweenMeasurements in µsec 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoBeginReadMeasurements 
 Purpose       : To put EC1000 in multiple measurement mode 
 Parameters    : nMeasurements - number of measurements requestes (between 
2..7000) 
     Wait - delay before beginning measurement process in 
milliseconds/pulses 
     WaitMode - delay mode before beginning (number of 
milliseconds or number of pulses) 
     DelayBetweenMeasurements - number of 
microseconds/pulses between measurements 
     DelayBetweenMeasurementsMode - delay in microseconds 
or pulses 
     Edges - trigger on rising, falling, or both edges 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoAbortMeasurements, FifoGetMeasurements, 
FifoGetMeasurementsCount, FifoSetInBitSet 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoBeginReadMeasurements 
       (WORD nMeasurements, 
        WORD Wait, 
        TMode WaitMode, 
        int DelayBetweenMeasurements, 
        TMode DelayBetweenMeasurementsMode, 
        TEdges Edges); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetMeasurementStream 
 Purpose       : Upload measurement from EC1000 (FIFO queque) when EC1000 is in 
stream measurement mode 
 Parameters    : Pointer to TMeasurement 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoAbortMeasurements, FifoBeginReadMeasurementStream 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoGetMeasurementStream(TMeasurement *Measurement); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetMeasurements 
 Purpose       : Upload measurement buffer from EC1000 
 Parameters    : Pointer to TMeasurement, number of measurements to upload 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoAbortMeasurements, FifoBeginReadMeasurements, 
FifoGetMeasurementsCount, FifoSetInBitSet 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoGetMeasurements(TMeasurement *Measurements, WORD nMeasurements); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetMeasurementsCount 
 Purpose       : Query EC1000 for total number of measurements processed 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Number of measurements 
 See Also      : FifoAbortMeasurements, FifoBeginReadMeasurements, 
FifoGetMeasurements 
*/ 





 Function Name : FifoReadMeasurement 
 Purpose       : Instruct EC1000 to perform single capture and upload result 
 Parameters    : Pointer to TMeasurement 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoSetFrequency, FifoSetInBitSet 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoReadMeasurement(TMeasurement *Measurement); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoReadMeasurementStream 
 Purpose       : Upload measurements from EC1000 in stream (real-time) 
 Instruct EC1000 to perform single capture and upload result 
 Parameters    : DelayBetweenMeasurements - number of microseconds/pulses 
between measurements 
     DelayBetweenMeasurementsMode - delay in microseconds 
or pulses 
     BeginMeasurementStreamEvent - begin measurement 
stream event function (may be NULL) 
     MeasurementStreamEvent - measurement stream event 
function 
     FinishMeasurementStreamEvent - finish measurement 
stream event function (may be NULL) 
     Edges - trigger on rising, falling, or both edges 
 Returns       : True if succeeded, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoSetInBitSet, FifoSetTimeOut 
*/ 
BYTE _stdcall FifoReadMeasurementStream(int DelayBetweenMeasurements, TMode 
DelayBetweenMeasurementsMode, 
        TBeginMeasurementStreamEvent BeginMeasurementStreamEvent, 
        TMeasurementStreamEvent MeasurementStreamEvent, 
        TFinishMeasurementStreamEvent FinishMeasurementStreamEvent, 
        TEdges Edges); 
 
/*-------------------------- Error handling functions ------------------------*/ 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetError 
 Purpose       : Get last error status 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Last error 
 See Also      : FifoGetErrorString 
*/ 
TLoadError _stdcall FifoGetError(void); 
 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetErrorString 
 Purpose       : Get last error information string 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Error string 
 See Also      : FifoGetError 
*/ 
char *_stdcall FifoGetErrorString(void); 
 
/*------------------------- TimeOut handling functions -----------------------*/ 
/* 
 Function Name : FifoGetTimeOut 
 Purpose       : Get communication timeout parameter (in seconds) 
 Parameters    : None 
 Returns       : Timeout value 
 See Also      : FifoSetTimeOut 
*/ 





 Function Name : FifoSetTimeOut 
 Purpose       : Set communication timeout parameter (in seconds) 
 Parameters    : Timeout value 
 Returns       : None 
 See Also      : FifoGetTimeOut 
*/ 
void _stdcall FifoSetTimeOut(int TimeOut); 
 
/*----------------------------- Other functions ------------------------------*/ 
#if !defined (WATCOM_DOS) && !defined (BORLAND_DOS) 
/* 
 Function Name : ShowProbeDialog 
 Purpose       : Shows probe dialog (like in Scanner program) 
                    but user can customize it 
 Parameters    : Modal - if True shows as dialog (modal), otherwise as window 
(non-modal) 
                    Parameters - pointer to TParameters structure 
                    Results - pointer to TResults structure 
 Returns       : True if user clicks OK, otherwise returns False 
 See Also      : FifoInit, FifoSetActiveLensIndex 
*/ 






















































































' Validation Code - Traverse 400mm, Top to Bottom - 
' ------------------------------------------------- 
' Author: Lisa Perez 
'   Date: 11/18/2009 





     DIM Distance AS INTEGER 
  
     ' Set distance to travel. 
 Distance = 400 
      
 ' Acknowledge any faults. 
     FAULTACK X 
 
     ' Enable the axis. 
     ENABLE X 
 
 ' Home the axis. 
 HOME X 
 
     ' Set the curve factor.  
     ' This value ranges anywhere from 0 to 100. 
     ' Any value outside this range is a runtime error. 
     ' If the scurve is zero, the ramp up and ramp  
     ' down is linear. If the value is 100, 
     ' the ramp up and ramp down is parabolic.   
     ' Any value between these values is the percentage 
     ' of the ramp up and ramp down that is parabolic. 
     SCURVE  0 
 
     ' Execute the linear move with the given distance 
     ' and speed. This type of linear move ramps up to 
     ' travel the specified distance and ramps down to zero. 
     LINEAR X Distance F 20 
 
     ' Disable axis. 









' Author: Lisa Perez 
'   Date: 11/18/2009 





 DIM NegDistance AS INTEGER 
  
     ' Set distance to travel. 
 NegDistance = -400 
      
 ' Acknowledge any faults. 
     FAULTACK X 
 
     ' Enable the axis. 
     ENABLE X 
 
     ' Set the curve factor.  
     ' This value ranges anywhere from 0 to 100. 
     ' Any value outside this range is a runtime error. 
     ' If the scurve is zero, the ramp up and ramp  
     ' down is linear. If the value is 100, 
     ' the ramp up and ramp down is parabolic.   
     ' Any value between these values is the percentage 
     ' of the ramp up and ramp down that is parabolic. 
     SCURVE  50 
 
     ' Execute the linear move with the given distance 
     ' and speed. This type of linear move ramps up to 
     ' travel the specified distance and ramps down to zero. 
    LINEAR X NegDistance F 20 
 
     ' Disable axis. 





' Validation Code - Traverse Var1, Top to Bottom -- 
' ------------------------------------------------- 
' Author: Lisa Perez 
'   Date: 11/18/2009 







     DIM Distance AS INTEGER 
  
     ' Set distance to travel. 
 Distance = Var1 
      
 ' Acknowledge any faults. 
     FAULTACK X 
 
     ' Enable the axis. 
     ENABLE X 
 
 ' Home the axis. 
 HOME X 
 
     ' Set the curve factor.  
     ' This value ranges anywhere from 0 to 100. 
     ' Any value outside this range is a runtime error. 
     ' If the scurve is zero, the ramp up and ramp  
     ' down is linear. If the value is 100, 
     ' the ramp up and ramp down is parabolic.   
     ' Any value between these values is the percentage 
     ' of the ramp up and ramp down that is parabolic. 
     SCURVE  0 
 
     ' Execute the linear move with the given distance 
     ' and speed. This type of linear move ramps up to 
     ' travel the specified distance and ramps down to zero. 
     LINEAR X Distance F 20 
 
     ' Disable axis. 





' Operation Code ---------------------------------- 
' ------------------------------------------------- 
' Author: Lisa Perez 
'   Date: 11/18/2009 









     ' Set distance to travel. 
 Distance = 400 
      
 ' Acknowledge any faults. 
     FAULTACK X 
 
     ' Enable the axis. 
     ENABLE X 
 
 ' Home the axis. 
 HOME X 
 
     ' Set the curve factor.  
     ' This value ranges anywhere from 0 to 100. 
     ' Any value outside this range is a runtime error. 
     ' If the scurve is zero, the ramp up and ramp  
     ' down is linear. If the value is 100, 
     ' the ramp up and ramp down is parabolic.   
     ' Any value between these values is the percentage 
     ' of the ramp up and ramp down that is parabolic. 
     SCURVE  0 
 
     ' Execute the linear move with the given distance 
     ' and speed. This type of linear move ramps up to 
     ' travel the specified distance and ramps down to zero. 
     LINEAR X Distance F 10 
 
     ' Disable axis. 











































1  25.4  16  25 0.4
4  15  381  238  381 0




3.5  88.9  55  88 0.9
7  8  203.2  127  203 0.2
















(RPM)  Locations (in from home)  Scaled Input (mm)  OK?  Comments 
1  100  0  2  6  10  7  0  32  63  63  ‐48  1 
Spinning all took place within 
sleeve 
2  500  0  3  6  8     0  48  48  32     1 
Spinning mostly took place 
within sleeve 
3  850  0  3  6  9  12  0  48  48  48  48  1 
Spinning all took place within 
sleeve 
4  1000  16  15  14  13  12  253  ‐16  ‐16  ‐16  ‐16  1 
Spinning all took place within 
sleeve 
5  3000  16  15  14  13  12  253  ‐16  ‐16  ‐16  ‐16  1 
Spinning all took place within 
sleeve 





































42  2  Toward  378  380  42.11  40.11  2  0 
40  5  Away  380  375  40.11  44.71  ‐4.6  ‐8 
44  4  Toward  376  380  43.88  40.02  3.86  ‐3.5 
44  4  Away  376  372  43.72  47.53  ‐3.81  ‐4.75 
48  6  Toward  372  378  47.53  42.03  5.5  ‐8.33 
42  1  Away  378  377  42.03  43  ‐0.97  ‐3 
100mm lens 
110  25  Toward  309  334  109.91  84.92  24.99  ‐0.04 
110  2  Away  309  307  109.79  111.78  ‐1.99  ‐0.5 
85  5  Toward  334  339  84.9  79.84  5.06  1.2 
85  10  Away  334  324  84.68  95.15  ‐10.47  4.7 
95  15  Toward  324  339  95.15  79.66  15.49  3.27 


















0 0 0 1 aaa 
2  0 2 32 1 aab 
3  2 4 32 1 aac 
4  4 6 32 1 aad 
5  6 8 32 1 aae 
6  8 10 32 1 aaf 
7  10 12 32 1 aag 
8  12 14 32 1 aah 




0 0 0 1 aba 
2  0 2 32 1 abb 
3  2 4 32 1 abc 
4  4 6 32 1 abd 
5  6 8 32 1 abe 
6  8 10 32 1 abf 
7  10 12 32 1 abg 
8  12 14 32 1 abh 
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4  4 6 32         
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8 8 126.6954         
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4  12 14 32         
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0 0 0 1 bbaa    
2  0 2 32 1 bbab    
3  2 4 32 1 bbac    
4  4 6 32 1 bbad    
5  6 8 32 1 bbae    
6  8 10 32 1 bbaf    
7  10 12 32 1 bbag    
8  12 14 32 1 bbah    




2 2 32 1 bbba  out of range? 
2  2 4 32 1 bbbb  out of range? 
3  4 6 32 1 bbbc    
4  6 8 32 1 bbbd  video started 
5  8 10 32 1 bbbe  loud noise 
6  10 12 32 1 bbbf  loud noise 
7  12 14 32 1 bbbg  loud noise 






8 8 126.6954 1 bbca 
jumped natural 
frequency 
2  8 10 32    bbcb  FAILURE 
3  10 12 32    bbcc    
4  12 14 32    bbcd    




12 12 190.0432    bbda    
2  12 14 32    bbdb    
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attended  General  Motors  Institute  (now  Kettering  University)  and  obtained  degrees  in 




had  realized  that he  truly enjoyed engineering  and decided  to  start planning on  that  career 




pursue mechanical  engineering  because  he  finds  it 
much more  enjoyable  to work  on  projects  he  can 
visualize  and  touch.  To  divert  his  mind  from  the 
endless hours of work and studying, Matt has started 
playing intramural sports. Over the past 3 years, he’s 
played  9  different  IM  sports,  including  soccer,  flag 
football,  and  broomball.  After  finishing  his 














going  to  pursue  a  Master’s  degree  in  industrial  and 
operations  engineering.  Additionally,  Alex  thoroughly 
enjoys  subjects  that  involve dynamics and controls, and 








Lisa  Perez  is  a  5th  year  student  in  mechanical  engineering  and 
aerospace  engineering  at  U‐M.  She  comes  from  Sterling  Heights, 




robotics  team  (the  Rat  Pack)  in  Ann  Arbor,  and  is  taking  the 
mechatronics course at U‐M. 
 





division,  and  the  St. Mary  Student  Parish  Children’s  Liturgy  teaching  team.  Currently,  she  is 
involved as the vice president of the Pi Tau Sigma Mechanical Engineering Honor Society and 





Jessica Port hails  from Foster City, California, a  small  town  just 
20  miles  south  of  San  Francisco.   She  began  her  college 
education  at Purdue University  in West  Lafayette,  Indiana, but 
transferred  to U‐M  shortly  thereafter where  she  is currently  in 
her fifth year studying mechanical engineering and mathematics.  




While  in  school,  Jessica  has  participated  in  both  cooperative 
education  and  internship  programs.   Her  four  rotations  with 
Hamilton  Sundstrand  included  work  in  product  design  and 








Honor  Society.    In November,  she will  take  over  as  the  Secretary  of  the  Society  of Women 
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Engineers’  (SWE)  design  team,  Boeing  Team  Tech  (BTT).    Last  year,  she was  selected  as  a 
presenter  for  the  annual BTT project,  a user‐independent wheelchair  locking mechanism  for 
mass  transit  buses,  at  the  National  SWE  Convention  in  Baltimore,  Maryland.    She  is  also 
involved  in  the  Tau  Beta  Pi  Engineering  Honor  Society.    In  her  free  time,  Jessica  tutors 
elementary aged children in reading and writing through a local service group.  She also enjoys 
reading, swimming, biking, and watching Wolverine football.   
 
